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Abstract
Introduction. The complexity of  the vocal phenomenon hinders the therapist’s 
ability to quickly and effectively monitor the achievements obtained by the patient 
through vocal intervention. The assessment of  therapeutic progress relies on the 
therapist’s capability to utilize valid, reliable, and meaningful outcome criteria.

Aim. Develop a conceptual framework of  outcome criteria to be used in the treatment 
plans designed by speech-language pathologists for patients with vocal complaints.

Methodology. Qualitative, conceptual, and model-type research in which a critical re-
view is conducted through a non-probabilistic theoretical sampling of  the theoretical 
models of  therapy treatment plans, the outcome criteria involved and their relevance 
to voice intervention. Building upon this, a taxonomy of  outcome criteria is proposed 
for verifying therapeutic progress in voice therapy.

Results. A conceptual outcome criteria framework is proposed. This model incor-
porates quantitative, qualitative, and mixed criteria to monitor the diverse aspects of  
vocal function in the context of  voice intervention.

Conclusion. The model provides a precise guide to assess the results achieved by 
the patient in vocal intervention through treatment goals.

Keywords
Treatment planning; goals; outcome; voice; voice disorders; speech therapy; voice 
training; rehabilitation.

Resumen
Introducción. La complejidad del fenómeno vocal dificulta que el/la terapeuta 
monitoree de manera rápida y eficaz los logros obtenidos por el/la usuario/a 
mediante la intervención fonoaudiológica. La evaluación del avance terapéutico 
depende de la habilidad del/la terapeuta para emplear criterios de medición váli-
dos, confiables y significativos.
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Objetivo. Desarrollar un modelo teórico de criterios de logro para su consideración 
en la formulación de los objetivos operacionales en las planificaciones terapéuticas 
que emplean los profesionales fonoaudiólogos en la atención de usuarios/as que pre-
sentan queja vocal.

Metodología. Investigación cualitativa, de tipo conceptual y modélica, en la que 
se lleva a cabo una revisión crítica de la literatura a través de un muestreo teórico no 
probabilístico de los modelos teóricos propuestos para la formulación y medición de 
objetivos en el contexto terapéutico y sus alcances respecto de la intervención vocal. 
A partir de ello, se propone una taxonomía de criterios de logro para la verificación 
del avance terapéutico.

Resultados. Se propone una taxonomía organizada en torno a criterios de logro 
cuantitativos, cualitativos y mixtos, los que son propuestos para el monitoreo de di-
versos aspectos de la función vocal en el contexto de la intervención fonoaudiológica.

Conclusión. El modelo proporciona una guía precisa para evaluar de manera efec-
tiva el progreso y los resultados alcanzados por el/la usuario/a en el abordaje fonoau-
diológico vocal a través de los objetivos operacionales planteados para la intervención.

Palabras clave
Planificación terapéutica; objetivos; logro; voz; disfonía; fonoaudiología; entrena-
miento vocal; rehabilitación.

Introduction
Voice intervention for patients with vocal needs requires the professional to develop 
an appropriate treatment planning process. This process is critical to the effectiveness 
of  voice therapy and should consider both the goal-setting and intervention mech-
anisms based on the information obtained during the assessment process [1,2]. The 
treatment planning process affects intervention quality and patient autonomy while 
offering measurement tools for voice treatment progress [3].

Treatment planning goals are categorized into varying levels of  abstraction based 
on the hierarchical structure of  the theoretical framework used [4,5]. In this sense, 
for example, the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association [6] organizes 
goals into two levels: long-term and short-term. The US Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention [7] suggests an intermediate level in the clinical goals’ hierarchy, con-
sidering temporal criteria for their organization. Dekker et al. [8] classify the goals 
into three levels based on their nature rather than temporal organization. Thus, the 
following goals are noted: fundamental goals, which reflect the patient’s vision of  his 
or her future; functional goals, which are related to the reduction of  limitations in 
functioning; and symptom goals or pathology goals, which are directly related to the 
intervention of  the health condition affecting the patient. Crisosto [9] also catego-
rizes the treatment goals into three proposed categories based on the International 
Classification of  Functioning, Disability, and Health [10]. This proposal differenti-
ates between a general goal, focused on the Participation/Activity level, and specific 
and treatment goals, both aimed at addressing the Structure/Function level, varying 
in specificity and detail. By implementing a three-level precision organization, it be-
comes feasible to differentiate hierarchically diverse stages to accomplish the final or 
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general goal. Consequently, it is possible to create a scale for operationalizing activities related 
to implementing planned interventions and facilitating therapeutic activity [11-13].

This study seeks to develop a taxonomy of  outcome criteria for organizing the measurement 
of  specific goals in vocal intervention. Due to space constraints, this taxonomical classification 
focuses on measuring goals or targets [14] related to vocal quality using a direct method [15] 
while excluding vocal hygiene and counseling interventions. The therapeutic intervention of  
other aspects, along with the impact of  vocal changes on a patient’s quality of  life, known as 
aims in the Rehabilitation Treatment Specification System (RTSS) model [14,16], and how 
these are linked to changes in their daily activities, requires a different conceptual framework 
beyond the scope of  this proposal but still important to acknowledge.

Theoretical models for goal setting and measurement in therapy 
and their scope for vocal intervention
Currently, there are many theoretical approaches with different levels of  impact. These ap-
proaches aim to provide tools to organize an adequate intervention plan, although, to date, 
none is considered the gold standard procedure [14]. Moreover, most of  these frameworks 
have not been specifically designed or modified for speech-language, let alone vocal, purposes. 
Many are derived from different fields or focus on health resource management or interdis-
ciplinary work, making their application less specific. Consequently, specific incompatibilities 
become evident when comparing these models to the conditions of  vocal intervention.

Goal setting in rehabilitation may not always align with the proposed therapeutic ideologies 
or theoretical frameworks. There has been discussion about whether these ideologies are used 
in therapy for certain patients [17,18], but more attention has been given to this issue in recent 
years to organize interventions better [19-21]. Research in this particular vocal area is limited, 
except for a few exceptions that vary in their methods, goals, and scope [9,14,15,22-25] but do 
not specify methods or criteria for monitoring therapeutic progress in a specific manner.

When examining the different approaches to goal setting, it is clear that there are simi-
larities and differences in the recommendations made by authors and the factors to be con-
sidered. There are at least twelve recognized philosophies of  goal setting in literature, each 
with distinct variations [26]. Even when utilizing the same theoretical framework, there can 
be differing viewpoints on implementing or interpreting it, as evidenced by the SMART 
philosophy [27-37], indicating the considerable theoretical divergence in this issue. The 
wide range of  models, approaches, frameworks, and tools for goal setting in rehabilitation 
sciences leads to significant variation in therapeutic planning and progress measurement 
across therapists and clinical centers [38]. Despite their diversity, there are similarities among 
the different understandings of  goals, such as measurability and involving the patient in the 
goal-setting process [26].

According to the International Classification of  Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) 
proposal [10], therapeutic intervention goals can be quantitatively measured if  a given behav-
ior or aspect of  it can be defined in finite terms or qualitatively measured using a judgment 
scale [12,34]. This represents a challenge from a voice perspective due to the multidimension-
ality of  the phenomenon [39,40].
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Monitoring a patient’s progress in rehabilitation poses a major challenge due to the thera-
pist’s ability to use valid, reliable, and meaningful measurement criteria for the goals addressed 
[41].  In a hypothetical scenario, patients’ improvement might be attributed to measurement 
errors rather than therapeutic effects, considering factors such as poor inter-observer validity, 
easy therapeutic progression for the patient, unequal task scaling, or inappropriate outcome 
criteria [42,43].

Thus, strategies for measuring treatment goals are critical for a patient’s progression. In 
SMART [5,37] and SMARTER [29,44] methodologies, measurability is essential to setting 
valuable and significant goals. The proposed Goal Attainment Scale (GAS) [45] has been 
widely accepted as a dependable tool for assessing therapeutic success, supported by extensive 
evidence in the literature [34,46-48]. Thus, it offers a five-level monitoring approach but lacks 
specific criteria for goal assessment, which should be tailored to the patient’s diagnosis and 
contextual factors related to their health condition. Additionally, there are no references to 
its application in voice therapy. Similarly, according to the SMART Goal Evaluation Method 
(SMART-GEM) [49,50], the measurability criterion can only be satisfied if  the proposed goal 
includes a measurement method and an evaluation criterion for assessing the performance of  
the trained action.

In theoretical metrology, four scales exist to measure any observed phenomenon, which 
vary based on the nature of  the thing being measured. Thus, the nominal scale classifies the 
results qualitatively in a non-hierarchical dichotomous or polychotomous organization, so 
it can only reflect difference, not order. The ordinal scale ranks measurements qualitatively, 
assuming an order based on the measured characteristic. In this scale type, the data are 
mutually exclusive and exhaustive, meaning they belong to only one category. Interval scales 
are more precise because consecutive labels or numbers establish equal intervals in addition 
to the order or hierarchy between categories. Even though the zero point and the measure-
ment unit are arbitrary, the ratio between two intervals is independent of  that unit and that 
point and is always constant. The ratio scale retains all the attributes of  an interval scale but 
has at its origin a true zero, which is not the case for the interval scale [51-54]. In this sense, 
progress in therapy can be evidenced through ordinal, interval, or ratio scales because these 
effectively reflect a measurement hierarchy, and their choice will depend on the nature of  
the observed phenomenon. The nominal scale, sensitive to difference but not order, pre-
vents adequate patient progress monitoring. In other words, a therapist or anyone assessing 
modifications may identify changes in specific symptoms, but determining if  it indicates 
progress or regression requires knowledge of  the patient’s condition and voice physiology. 
This information is crucial for monitoring a patient’s therapeutic progress and assessing the 
effectiveness of  the intervention used [55,56].

Voice is the result of  a multidimensional process [39]. Vocal function cannot be rated on 
an isolated scale alone, meaning no single measure can account for all voice characteristics 
simultaneously. All tests and assessment methods allow only a part of  the vocal function to be 
studied. It is necessary to know fully which aspects of  the voice are assessed or measured by 
the selected instruments and strategies and which are not [40].

In biological terms, the voice is produced by coordinating several multisystemic anatomical 
and physiological conditions. Several factors, such as motor planning, laryngeal innervation, tis-
sue properties, vocal fold biomechanics, aerodynamics, acoustics, endocrine influence, auditory 
processing, and supraglottic resonant mechanisms, impact sound production and perception 
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[57,58]. In turn, external genetic, chemical, thermal, and mechanical factors influence the bio-
physiological conditions and anatomical dimensions of  the organs involved [59,60]. Variations 
in vocal dynamics will be monitored during speech therapy, as the physiological changes and 
anatomical modifications involved in the voice intervention will cause a variation in vocal func-
tion that will be reflected in the quality of  the sound heard by the therapist.

From a socio-cultural standpoint, the patient’s voice reflects their position within the con-
textual conditions they co-create with society [59,60]. In this sense, the voice conveys in-
formation about the patient’s identity [61,62]. The speaker/voice is tied to socio-cultural 
categories perceived by the listener, which are not fixed characteristics but are determined 
by dynamic communication practices involving both the speaker and the listener [63-65]. 
Identities can be indexed linguistically and vocally through labels, implicatures, postures, 
styles, structures, or linguistic systems [66]. In this process, subjects have control over the in-
dexical effects of  their discourse and can make personal decisions about when to use specific 
communicative patterns [67]. A voice impairment obviously affects the latter, reducing vocal 
plasticity. By intervening in the vocal production parameters, patients attending vocal thera-
py can enhance their agency over their voice, the impact of  which will be measured through 
outcome criteria assessed by the same patient [68]. In the trans population, for example, it is 
essential to consider the social and cultural processes that determine the patient’s desire for 
vocal change [69,70].

The listening process is also relevant and completes the communicative process between 
the speaker-listener dyad. Hearing the voice is a crucial process that is influenced by both 
biophysiological variables and socio-cultural factors [60]. From the point of  view of  vocal 
assessment, perceptual evaluation of  the patient’s voice is recommended [39]. However, the 
professional judgment of  therapists is always influenced by the collective vocal self-percep-
tion, which impacts the therapist and the patient [71].

To date, the complex multifactorial structure of  voice has hindered the development of  
a taxonomy of  outcome criteria for monitoring progress in therapy. Although the available 
voice assessment mechanisms provide a relatively comprehensive assessment of  vocal func-
tion in clinical practice, these mechanisms have not been successfully integrated as progress 
monitoring tools in treatment goals for patients, resulting in goals being set without a means 
of  monitoring them [22]. Without measures to assess performance, it becomes difficult to 
adequately plan the progress of  therapeutic tasks for the patient, thus impeding the discharge 
process in the medium term [72].

This research proposes a taxonomic framework for monitoring treatment goals through 
outcome criteria so that therapists can access appropriate conceptual tools to support clin-
ical practice.

Method
The research presents a qualitative design regarding information production techniques and 
data analysis strategy. The study belongs to the category of  critical review according to Grant 
and Booth’s criteria [73], which is framed in a model-type conceptual research approach [74, 
75]. The study identifies essential conceptual frameworks for goal organization and mea-
surement in voice intervention therapy planning. These theoretical schemes are evaluated 
based on their contribution and adequacy to the specific therapeutic task in the area, using a 
non-probabilistic theoretical sampling [76,77]. This sampling method involves identifying 
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evidence or conceptual support for a specific theoretical device, in this instance, the presented 
model, to examine and develop the construct. The purposive sample intends to provide evi-
dence of  the theoretical manifestations contributing to the model’s formation [77,78]. 

Purposive sampling offers an alternative to exhaustive trawling of  specialized literature. 
Instead, specific theoretical aspects are chosen to exemplify or aid in understanding and struc-
turing the proposed principles and ideas [60,76]. This decision is based on the complex and 
little-addressed nature of  the object of  study.

The proposal outlines a narrative structure to organize the analyzed themes and generate 
innovative theoretical knowledge from the critical analysis of  the literature [73]. The formu-
lated framework should not be seen as a finished product but rather as a starting point that 
needs empirical testing to assess its effectiveness and suitability.

This research proposes a taxonomy of  outcome criteria to be considered when setting 
treatment goals in the therapeutic planning used by speech-language pathologists for patients 
with vocal complaints.

Results
Taxonomy of outcome criteria for monitoring treatment goals in 
vocal intervention
Clinicians often set voice treatment goals without a clear structure, making it difficult to 
monitor them effectively [22]. Moreover, it is important to acknowledge that the vocal phe-
nomenon’s multidimensionality prevents satisfactory measurement using only instrumental 
methods. The patient’s sociocultural positioning processes [60] and emotional experience 
[79,80] contribute to this, along with the unpredictability and nonlinearity of  the vibratory 
mechanism [81,82], the interaction between vocal tract configuration and vocal fold vibra-
tion characteristics [83], and other complicating parameters. In addition, voice intervention 
sessions require outcome criteria that can be promptly applied to guide therapeutic decisions 
based on the patient’s immediate response to the planned intervention.

According to this proposed taxonomy, monitoring therapeutic progression involves the use 
of  multiple outcome criteria to demonstrate the following: (1) the different improvements in 
vocal function during voice intervention, whose nature is variable and diverse [84]; (2) the 
involvement of  the patient and other actors, different from the therapist, in determining goal 
achievement, by adopting a patient-centered approach that takes into account their environ-
ment [19,85,86] and (3) the various channels through which vocal quality information can 
manifest and be intervened [15].

This research puts forth a taxonomic framework grounded in theory but also provides 
practical tools tailored to the conditions and resources commonly encountered in vocal ther-
apy. The proposal is solely concerned with measuring the goal. In this sense, this study does 
not address other aspects crucial for effective vocal therapy [87], such as the most suitable 
techniques or methods for patient intervention, the importance of  focusing on specific vocal 
parameters, or the connection between the technique and treatment goals. 

The outcome criteria determine how patients’ vocal progress will be monitored. In sim-
pler terms, they help determine the most effective way to measure the vocal phenomenon, 
or a particular aspect of  it, using various strategies. Each outcome criterion is assessed by 
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considering (1) the patient’s performance-task complexity relationship [88,89], (2) the ther-
apeutic progression stage [90], and the application of  motor learning principles [91], which 
is the standard for assessing the outcome [49,50]. 

The outcome criteria presented help monitor the goals set with the highest level of  specific-
ity: treatment goals, immediate goals, short-term goals, etc. Specific and general goals, which 
are intangible and abstract, do not necessitate specific outcome criteria, as they aim to direct 
therapeutic efforts toward convergence [30]. The proposal is designed to be implemented 
during therapeutic sessions when treatment goals are commonly set. However, there are situ-
ations where the structure of  outcome criteria could be applicable and appropriate for ther-
apeutic activities that the patient needs to carry out independently but within the framework 
of  vocal training or intervention.

It is important to mention that the outcome criteria mentioned here align with a theoretical 
organizational logic. However, it is possible to use multiple outcome criteria to monitor the 
same goal, enhancing the information on the patient’s performance. 

Figure 1 schematizes the proposed taxonomy of  outcome criteria. It is then defined, de-
scribed, and exemplified in depth. An extended version of  the taxonomic model can be found 
in Appendix 1.

1. Quantitative outcome criteria

These outcome criteria use quantifiable units, either continuous or discrete, depending on the 
nature of  what is being measured. The patient’s performance outcome is quantified and com-
pared to the initial assessment or therapeutic progression, serving as a baseline or reference 
for typical performance in the general population [92]. They are used exclusively for quan-
tifiable measurements. The distinction between percentage and non-percentage quantitative 
criteria is not absolute, as the same quantitative outcome criterion can be measured using 
both methods. This classification separates them due to the impossibility of  achieving com-
mutability for specific measures and the historical use of  percentage quantitative outcome 
criteria in the speech-language intervention [93,94].

1.1. Percentage quantitative outcome criteria

Interval or ratio outcome criteria [51-54]. This particular outcome criterion applies when 
patient performance can be measured on a scale with 100% representing the absolute or arbi-
trary maximum performance and 0% representing the true or arbitrary minimum, depending 
on the measurement. When using Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) [95] in therapy for chil-
dren with developmental disorders, it is typical to employ 80% outcome criteria [96,97]. The 
same is true in the tradition of  speech sound disorder intervention [94]. However, the debate 
continues on the ideal percentage for therapists to accurately determine behavior acquisition 
and generalization [98,99]. In addition, the literature emphasizes the importance of  observ-
ing a certain level of  performance in multiple sessions for therapeutic success [100,101]. Re-
search is needed to address what happens in the context of  vocal intervention. Other factors, 
including patient characteristics, session format, task distribution, and stimulus type, should 
be considered when choosing a percentage outcome criterion [91,102].
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Visual

Figure 1. Diagram of the taxonomy of outcome criteria for monitoring treatment goals in vocal intervention.

It is important to avoid mistakes when wording goals that assume, for example, “(...) to 
decrease harshness by 80% (...)”, “(...) to reduce the vocal onset by 90% (...)”, “(...) to increase 
vocal resistance by 95% (...)”, as these parameters may not be quantifiable without instrumen-
tal operationalization, which could be questionable due to the nonlinear nature of  the vocal 
mechanism [82]. Thus, if  the goal is stated incorrectly, it is impossible to determine if  it was 
achieved adequately.

This proposal defines instrumental measurements as those obtained through techniques 
such as laryngoscopy, electroglottography, acoustic analysis, aerodynamic assessment, elec-
tromyography, and imaging [57,103,104]. Although affordable, other “instruments” used to 
monitor some aspect of  vocal quality, such as stopwatches or tuners, are not considered in the 
“instrumental” category, as they are not mentioned in the literature.
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1.1.1. Clinical percentage quantitative outcome criteria

This category includes those outcome criteria that allow monitoring vocal quality through 
quantifiable clinical assessment strategies whose units are expressed as percentages.

One example is intervening vocally and monitoring changes in the maximum phonation 
time to see if  the patient can increase it by 50%. In this case, the outcome criterion is a time 
measurement counted in seconds expressed as a percentage, given its relation to the patient’s 
initial performance. 

The number of  times a particular task is repeated can also be indicated as a percentage. In 
this scenario, 100% denotes the ideal number of  task repetitions, while 0% indicates a basic 
or nonexistent performance level. The performance of  an activity/exercise/technique does 
not directly reflect progress towards a vocal goal, as the performance of  the activity/exercise/
technique alone rarely represents the treatment goal. For this reason, it is not recommended to 
rely solely on the number of  exercise repetitions to monitor therapeutic progress. However, this 
information may help determine which variations to include in an specific exercise.

1.1.2. Instrumental percentage quantitative outcome criteria

This category includes those outcome criteria that allow monitoring vocal quality through 
quantifiable instrumental assessment strategies with units expressed as percentages. The out-
come criterion’s percentage nature is unrelated to the numerical nature of  the measurement. 
In other words, the percentage value does not determine whether the measurement is per-
centage-based. For example, such an outcome criterion can monitor vocal improvement by 
considering a 20% (or 10%, 30%, 40%, etc.) decrease in local jitter before the patient’s in-
tervention, a parameter measured as a percentage. In such a case, calculating the percentage of  
the percentage involves a recursive mathematical operation. Similarly, for example, a 10% (or 
5%, 20%, 30%, etc.) increase in the pre-intervention fundamental frequency, a continuous 
measure, can be monitored by calculating the percentage of  a numerical value.  

Determining the percentage of  change sought from vocal intervention will naturally vary 
according to the patient’s vocal condition characteristics.

Given the level of  preparation required by the therapist, the patient, and the environ-
mental conditions to obtain instrumental measures [57,104], the usability of  these criteria 
is somewhat limited. This is considering that in most cases, it is impossible to monitor the 
online impact of  an activity/exercise/technique in real-time through these test media due to 
economic, time, technical, operational, and other conditions.

1.2. Non-percentage quantitative outcome criteria

Interval or ratio outcome criterion [51-54]. This outcome criterion will be used when the 
patient’s performance can be referred to quantitatively. Calculating eventual percentages to 
express what is observed is optional and depends on each therapist’s particular practices. 
That is to say, the outcome criterion can be expressed through whole numbers representing 
quantities or percentages to express the same information. In other words, in the case of  a 
therapeutic intervention for a patient with 50 dB of  conversational intensity to increase that 
volume, a goal will be set with a non-percentage outcome criterion of  5 dB increase or a per-
centage outcome criterion where a 10% increase is monitored.  
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Percentage and non-percentage quantitative outcome criteria are included in this taxon-
omy precisely because their similarity makes them theoretically commutable. In practice, 
however, one or the other is chosen, depending on the nature and numerical complexity of  
what is monitored.

Contrary to the percentage outcome criteria, in which the scale from 0 to 100% is defined 
in advance and, therefore, the maximum or expected performance is known beforehand, 
the mathematical identity of  the non-percentage outcome criteria does not require per se 
a staging. For instance, it is therapeutically feasible to observe that, while reading a list of  
vowel-starting words, a patient can produce 3 of  them without a glottal onset. In this case, 
the number of  these three emissions is not specified concerning the total expected vocal pro-
ductions, and, therefore, it is not useful from a therapeutic point of  view and does not provide 
information for comparison with previous or subsequent performances. Therefore, it is nec-
essary always to use a numerical reference that allows the therapist to compare the patient’s 
performance concerning an ideal or a previous performance.

1.2.1. Clinical non-percentage quantitative outcome criteria

This category includes those outcome criteria that allow monitoring vocal quality through 
quantifiable clinical assessment strategies whose units are expressed numerically.

For example, a non-percentage clinical monitoring mechanism could be given by calculat-
ing the s/a (or s/e, or s/z) index to indicate glottic insufficiency [105]. In this case, it is possible 
to monitor the effectiveness of  a series of  exercises that decrease the blowing quality of  the 
voice through exercises that increase vocal fold coaptation. Thus, the index is brought down 
from 1.8 to 1.3 (or 1.4, 1.5, or 1.6, etc.), which represents, in this case, an effective decrease of  
0.5 points on the scale. This decrease represents a 27.77% decrease from the initial s/a index, 
but, in this example, it is faster and more convenient to monitor the non-percentage decrease 
than the percentage decrease. As noted, despite their commutability, one will probably always 
be used over the other, depending on what is being measured.

1.2.2. Instrumental non-percentage quantitative outcome criteria

This category includes those outcome criteria that allow monitoring vocal quality through 
quantifiable instrumental assessment strategies whose units are expressed numerically. 

For example, the Voice-Vibratory Assessment with Laryngeal Imaging (VALI) [106], 
grades both anterior–posterior and medial supraglottic compression on a scale ranging from 
0 to 5. The higher the number, the greater the degree of  approximation of  the structures. In 
this sense, the decrease in such activity could be monitored on a non-percentage numerical 
scale assessed exclusively through a laryngeal imaging test.

It is important to highlight that if  the outcome criteria set out in the intervention are par-
ticular aspects of  glottal function, measuring them through clinical or instrumental criteria 
that monitor the voice (instead of  laryngeal function) may not be plausible due to the non-
linearity and dynamic-chaotic functional architecture of  the vocal phenomenon [81,82]. In 
simpler terms, if  the treatment goal is to enhance vocal fold contact, it becomes essential to 
perform laryngeal visualization exams to assess it. If  these exams cannot be conducted during 
the therapy session, which is typically the case, monitoring this goal and assessing the inter-
vention’s effectiveness becomes impossible. However, if  measurable clinical aspects are used 
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to operationalize the pathophysiological condition, the outcome criterion should address this 
variation rather than the variation in glottic function.

2. Qualitative outcome criteria

These criteria employ appreciative-type information regarding the characteristics of  vocal 
function, as used in the perceptual assessment of  voice suggested by the European Laryngo-
logical Society, ELS [39], or ASHA [57].

Qualitative outcome criteria are ordinal and sometimes nominal [51-54], which does not 
depend on the taxonomic level but rather on the nature of  what is being measured. A patient 
with vocal hyperfunction [107] might perceive a vibrating vocal sensation in the nasal-cranial 
region [108] during the intervention. If  the patient reported proprioceptive sensations during 
vocal production in the laryngeal region at the start of  treatment, an order in the perceptual 
process could be determined. From an ordinal point of  view, voice perception is typically 
better in the nasal-cranial rather than the laryngeal region. However, if  the patient experi-
ences a vibrating sensation in the nasal bridge area and later in a higher anatomical sector, 
the glabella, it is impossible to rank these two areas in terms of  vocal sensory suitability. The 
difference in this case is merely nominal because there is not enough evidence to conclude 
that one area is better.

According to the ICF model [10], including qualitative outcome criteria to better under-
stand the patient’s progress throughout the intervention is a tool that should be incorporated 
into therapeutic interventions. This type of  outcome criteria is useful, given the vocal phe-
nomenon’s complexity, especially when considering that its nature often shuns quantification 
and that even instrumental examinations require the interpretative work of  the clinician [40].

2.1. Perceptual qualitative outcome criteria

This type of  criteria uses the perception of  the patient, the therapist, or other individuals 
participating in the speech-language intervention to determine the degree of  progress or re-
gression experienced by the patient during the intervention. The decision on who participates 
in this assessment process depends on the agreements between the patient and therapist and 
the nature of  what is being measured, and it should be explicitly mentioned in the goal [12].

As perceptual processes are highly variable and subjective [109], the observations derived 
from them should be interpreted cautiously during the intervention. Nevertheless, they rep-
resent a fundamental tool for (self-)evaluation (self-)correction, and (self-)cuing in the thera-
peutic process [15].

When there are multiple perceptual pathways for goal monitoring, it is advised to include 
all of  them in the therapeutic planning discussion and evaluate if  more than one is used to 
assess the patient’s performance.

2.1.1. Proprioceptive perceptual qualitative outcome criteria

This category includes those outcome criteria in which proprioception information is con-
sidered. This information is related to the perception of  limb and trunk position and move-
ment, as well as the overall sense of  effort, force, heaviness, and pressure, which collectively 
contribute to the awareness of  the body’s mechanical and spatial state [110,111]. Body and 
voice proprioception are both evaluated and monitored in the speech-language intervention 
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[112-114], and they require the patient’s exclusive assessment as they involve bodily sensa-
tions generated internally. The patient becomes aware of  this activity in the intervention to 
monitor it in the therapeutic process. Figure 1 shows the patient’s exclusive role in assessment, 
as indicated by the dotted line connecting the ‘proprioceptive perceptual outcome criterion’ 
and ‘patient’ boxes.

2.1.2. Auditory perceptual qualitative outcome criteria

This category includes the outcome criteria that consider auditory perceptual information 
from the patient, the therapist, or a third person regarding the voice quality of  the person 
receiving the speech-language intervention. Deciding who will conduct voice quality verifica-
tion is complex because it involves taking into account the hearing ability of  patients, which is 
often affected by vocal alterations and can even be a causative factor of  the alteration [115].

In the same way that a perceptual assessment of  the voice is essential for a complete diag-
nostic process [39,57,116], auditory information is indispensable for an adequate (re)orienta-
tion of  the therapeutic process. The monitoring process is continuous during the intervention, 
enabling real-time monitoring of  vocal changes caused by therapeutic techniques [117]. It is 
widely recognized that instrumental measurements of  vocal phenomena can supplement per-
ceptual information. However, these do not have the same ecological capacity [118] as online 
auditory perceptual monitoring, that is, at the very moment when the voice is being produced.

2.1.3. Tactile perceptual qualitative outcome criteria

This category includes the outcome criteria that involve tactile perceptual information and 
could, at least in theory, be assessed by the patient or a third person, although the therapist 
typically does it due to their professional expertise.

This type of  information is relevant to establish aspects that are not easily quantifiable in 
clinical practice, such as hypertonicity of  the perilaryngeal or cervical muscles, often seen 
in vocal conditions caused by hyperfunction [107,119-122]. Additional aspects, such as the 
larynx position [123], its resistance to lateral movement [124], and rib cage motion during 
respiration-phonation [125,126], should be monitored using this method as well.

2.1.4. Visual perceptual qualitative outcome criteria

Outcome criteria in this category involve visual perceptual information that the patient, ther-
apist, or a third party can verify. During phonation, several aspects can be visually verified 
by examining visual information [15], such as jaw movements during emission [127], patient 
posture during the intervention [128,129], thoracic movements during respiration, and ten-
sion in the extrinsic muscles of  the larynx [116].

2.2. Instrumental perceptual qualitative outcome criteria

This criteria type relies on instrumentally measured non-quantitative parameters, such as bio-
feedback through respiratory plethysmography [130] or nasofibroscopy [131]. This type of  
criteria is also used in the instrumental assessments performed throughout the therapeutic in-
tervention where the parameters measured are qualitative, such as the presence of  harmonics 
in the spectrogram, the level of  ventricular folds’ approach during phonation at laryngoscopy, 
or the redness of  the vocal fold at nasopharyngolaryngoscopy.  
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3. Mixed outcome criteria

This criteria type uses qualitative and quantitative methods to monitor the same goal, com-
bining the characteristics of  both methods.

Discussion
This study aimed to create and develop a taxonomy of  outcome criteria for organizing 
treatment goal assessment in speech-language intervention. This is a step towards profes-
sionalizing the therapeutic task and aiding evidence-based therapeutic planning, making it 
an essential tool for monitoring patients with vocal complaints.

The lack of  a specific taxonomy for treatment goals in speech-language therapy hinders 
progress and complicates decision-making, ultimately affecting the discharge process. This sit-
uation could result in decreased adherence to speech therapy if  patients perceive the assigned 
tasks as either too easy or too challenging for their vocal abilities. The structure presented in 
this research may lead to professionals proposing interventions better suited to patients’ actu-
al performance, resulting in a more impactful speech-language intervention. It is important 
to differentiate this from treatments where vocal quality is not the primary focus, and the 
speech-language pathologist prioritizes the patient’s psychosocial adjustment [132].

The taxonomic model proposed here is notable for its easy clinical application, without the 
need for extra funds or additional steps in therapeutic planning. Despite this, one of  the main 
challenges to its implementation is the fast pace of  patient care in certain work environments, 
which makes it nearly impossible to develop a thorough and rigorous treatment plan.

A typical error seen in therapists during early training is placing too much emphasis on a 
patient’s ability to perform activities while disregarding the expected vocal effects from such 
activities. Often, they evaluate the ability to execute the intended task, like tongue vibration, 
instead of  the vocal impact it should have, such as reducing vocal tension. This leads them 
to falsely believe they have achieved goals that are actually far from being reached. This 
phenomenon is likely because performance in the activity is a concrete and measurable goal, 
while the effect on the voice is a more complex cognitive skill. This mistake seriously under-
mines the effectiveness of  vocal intervention. By providing a set of  outcome criteria, the taxo-
nomic proposal resulting from this research emphasizes the vocal consequence of  therapeutic 
activities, not just the tasks, as the focus of  evaluation.

The proposal suggests a primary differentiation between quantitative and qualitative cri-
teria, although additional contrasts may aid in establishing consistent differences in future 
taxonomic models. This is especially relevant given the rapid technological progress we 
are witnessing as a society, which will likely affect our understanding of  vocal intervention 
through new resources that do not currently exist. 

It is important to remember that this taxonomy should be seen as a constantly evolving 
product, open to potential modifications. The intention is to promote discussion and debate 
among professionals in the area, not to impose a rigid framework for all treatment goals.

Future studies should examine the distinct effects of  different planning methods on ther-
apists and patients to determine if  using (or not) an outcome criteria framework enhanc-
es intervention and accelerates (or not) goal achievement. Furthermore, additional models 
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should be incorporated into this framework to include interventions based on an indirect 
method [15], effectively assessing vocal hygiene or counseling tasks commonly employed in 
speech-language interventions.

Conclusions
This review suggests a detailed taxonomy of  outcome criteria for monitoring treatment goals, 
providing an accurate guide to effectively assess the progress and outcomes achieved by the 
patient in speech-language intervention through the treatment goals set for the intervention. 
The highlighted aspect is its usefulness in measuring treatment aims and adapting treatment 
plans to fit patient performance. This taxonomic model provides a solid but adaptable struc-
ture for guiding clinical practice, enhancing the professionalization of  voice speech-language 
intervention, and emphasizing the critical role of  therapeutic planning in successful interven-
tion and discharge. However, it is crucial to recognize the need for future research to validate 
and extend the present proposal and its applicability in different clinical contexts. This study 
advances knowledge in voice speech-language pathology and offers a new structure for imple-
menting precise and effective intervention strategies.
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Outcome criteria

Quantitative

Percentage

The patient

The therapist

A third person

Non-percentage

Perceptual

Instrumental

Qualitative

Mixed
Type

Type

Type

Measured by

Clinical

Instrumental

Clinical

Instrumental

Proprioceptive

Auditive

Tactile

Visual

They use 
quantifiable units, 
either continuous 
or discrete.
They will be 
exclusively used 
for measurements 
that can be 
quantified.

They are used when the 
patient’s performance can be 
referred to in percentages.

The therapeutic impact is 
evaluated concerning the 
patient's sensory perception of 
limb and trunk position and 
movement, as well as their 
general perception of e�ort, 
strength, heaviness, and 
pressure during vocalization.

Auditory information is 
considered to measure 
therapeutic progress — for 
example, assessment of progress 
through RASATI or GRBAS.

The patient is the one 
who reports the 
degree of therapeutic 
progress. In the case 
of the proprioceptive 
perceptual pathway, 
only he/she can 
report information of 
this type.

A third person 
assesses the level of 
progress in therapy - 
for example, the 
mother or father in the 
case of children’s 
voice therapy.

The therapist assesses 
the level of progress in 
therapy.

Information obtained through 
palpation of structures is 
considered to measure 
therapeutic progress — for 
example, estimation of 
variations in tonicity of 
perilaryngeal muscle.

Information obtained through 
observation of structures is 
considered to measure 
therapeutic progress — for 
example, assessment of rib cage 
movement through observation.

For example, an increase of the maximum phonation time 
(MPT) by 50%. MPT is a non-instrumental measure. It is 
not recommended to monitor the patient's performance 
by number of repetitions of a task with base 10.

For example, a decrease in jitter by 10%. 
Jitter is an instrumental measure.

For example, a decrease in the supraglottic 
activity rating, from 5 to 3, in the stroboscopy  
VALI Protocol.

For example, a decrease in the s/a index, which 
is a non-instrumental clinical measure 
expressed numerically.

They are used when the 
patient's performance can be 
quantified numerically 
instead of using percentages.

They use the perception 
of the patient, the 
therapist, or other 
individuals involved in 
the speech-language 
intervention to determine 
the degree of progress or 
regression experienced 
by the patient.

They utilize instrumentally 
measured non-quantitative 
parameters, such as the 
level of ventricular fold 
involvement during 
phonation, assessed through 
nasopharyngolaryngoscopy.

They use 
appreciative 
information about 
the characteristics 
of vocal function.

They use qualitative and 
quantitative monitoring methods to 
monitor the same goal.

Appendix 1
Extended version of  the taxonomy of  outcome criteria.
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